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Abstract. This paper proposes a method that automatically creates a
subjectivity lexicon in a new language using a subjectivity lexicon in a
resource–rich language with only a bilingual dictionary. We resolve some
of the difficulties in selecting appropriate senses when translating lexi-
con, and present a framework that sequentially applies an iterative link
analysis algorithm to enhance the quality of lexicons of both the source
and target languages. The experimental results have empirically shown
to improve the subjectivity lexicon in the source language as well as cre-
ate a good quality lexicon in a new language.
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1 Introduction

With the recent pursuit of study in subjectivity analysis tasks such as sentiment
classification, opinion holder extraction, and opinion summarization, much re-
search effort has been spent on automating such tasks using various natural
language processing approaches. Most previous researches, from constructing
language resources [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] and sentiment analysis [9,10,11,12] to a vari-
ety of applications [13,14,15], have targeted English language only, and naturally
many language resources in subjectivity analysis have been created in English.

While a number of languages such as Japanese, Chinese, and German are
directly employed in recent studies [16,17,18], some works [19,12] have explored
utilizing language resources in English to develop language resources and sub-
jectivity analysis tools in other languages.

Motivated by the latter approach, this paper presents a method for auto-
matically creating a subjectivity lexicon in a new language using a subjectivity
lexicon in a resource–rich language with the aids of 1) a bilingual dictionary of
the two languages for translating the lexicon and 2) a link analysis algorithm
for refining the relative rankings of the entries in the new lexicon, as well as
the original lexicon. Translating subjectivity lexicon using a bilingual dictionary
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faces several problems [12]: processing the inflected forms of entries without loos-
ing its subjective meaning, translating multi–word entries in the dictionary, and
selecting the correct sense to translate among many candidates in an entry. Of
the challenges mentioned, we address the problem of handling various senses in
an entry, while leaving the rest as future work. Link analysis models have shown
successful results in its recent applications to NLP tasks [11,8]. Especially, [8]
constructed a graph of WordNet synsets using glosses to create edges among the
synsets, and learn opinion–related properties (ORPs) of synsets using PageR-
ank, a popular random–walk model widely used in web searches, that ranks all
the WordNet synsets in the graph according to the evidences collected from its
neighbors. The approach has shown to discern the ORPs of the synsets more ac-
curately, especially when given an appropriate initial ORP value of the synsets.
Adapting a similar framework, we have created a bipartite graph of lexicon en-
tries, with entries of one language forming a cluster and the other language
another, and applied a link analysis algorithm that is similar to both PageRank
and HITS. The details of our link analysis model will be discussed in Section 3.2
of this paper.

Our work focuses on creating a subjectivity lexicon in Korean utilizing sub-
jectivity lexicons in English; Korean is a relatively understudied language in
subjectivity analysis, and it is in urgent need of resources to jump–start its
study. However, our work does not rely on any language–specific information
but only requires a bilingual dictionary between the source and the target lan-
guages, making it easily applicable to other language pairs.

2 Related Work

Various subjectivity lexicons have been used in many subjectivity analysis tasks.
Some lexicons are manually created [20,21,14] while others are the outcomes of
the research efforts on automatically learning subjectivity from dictionary and
thesaurus [3,13,9,5,12,5,7,8] or raw corpus [1,2,17].

There also has been efforts to utilize the language resources created in En-
glish for analyzing the subjectivity in other languages; although in very limited
fashion, [19] are first to use English resources in German sentiment analysis,
by translating a German e–mail into English, then applying English sentiment
classifiers to the translated text. [12] was the first genuine multilingual work
in subjectivity analysis, in which subjectivity analysis resources developed for
English are used for developing resources in Romanian, by translating the sub-
jectivity lexicon and creating a subjectivity corpus through projection using a
parallel corpus between English and Romanian and a subjectivity classifier in
English. Similar to the approach in [12], our work directly translates the subjec-
tivity lexicon in English to a target language. However, while they use a naive
translation approach namely choosing the first sense of the translation candi-
dates because dictionaries list the senses in order of the common usages hence
the first sense being the most probable one, our work focuses on how to reduce
the ambiguity errors while still maintaining a good number of translations.
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[8] uses a graph representation of WordNet synsets and a random–walk model
to simulate the dynamics of the vertices that have similar ORPs. While [8] ob-
tains the clues for the edges from glosses of WordNet entries, our work creates
more secure and reliable edges between vertices exploiting the bilingual dictio-
nary such that a foreign word being the direct translation of a source word
creates an edge between the two words.

3 Learning Subjectivity Lexicon

To create a subjectivity lexicon in Korean using an English subjectivity lexicon,
we adopt a two step approach; first, translate the English lexicon into Korean
using a bilingual dictionary, then refine the resulting lexicon using a link analysis
model.

Subjectivity lexicons vary in what information (subjective/objective, posi-
tive/negative) is tagged on which level of lexicon entries (word, POS–tagged
word, sense) and how their strengths are measured (weak/strong, probability
score (0.0 ∼ 1.0)). We assume that our English subjectivity lexicon contains
English words with POS tags and sentiment orientation with some measure of
its strength (e.g. {abandon, verb, weak negative}, or {harm, verb, positive 0.0,
negative 0.5, neutral 0.5}), and the Korean subjectivity lexicon in similar format.
However, our method could also be used to learn not only sentiment orientation
but any ORPs whose strengths can be numerically transformed into scores to
be used within our link analysis model.

3.1 Translating Subjectivity Lexicon

Translating a subjectivity lexicon into another language using a bilingual dictio-
nary is a very challenging task. Much of the subjective meaning of a lexicon can
be lost when translating words that have different subjectivity in inflected forms,
there are many multi–words that are not listed in the bilingual dictionary, and
there are words that have various senses and different subjectivity associated
with them [12].

[12] relies on a heuristic method that translates only the first sense, since
bilingual dictionaries usually order the translations such that more frequently
used senses are listed before the less frequently used ones. Such a scheme would
probably result in a lexicon with better quality in the sense of conveying sub-
jectivity. However, it also reduces the size of the translated lexicon, limiting its
application usages.

We present several naive heuristics that have different effects on the size and
quality of the resulting lexicon, in a belief that a more sophisticated heuristic
would result in creating a lexicon with higher quality while maintaining a good
number of entries. We assume that for each English word and its POS, our
bilingual dictionary has multiple senses, with its rank in the reverse order of
the usage frequency, and each sense also containing a number of translation
candidates, whose rank is also ordered in reverse of its usage frequency.
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First Word (FW). This approach assigns the sentiment scores of the English
word to only the first word of the first sense. This translation scheme filters
uncertain candidates, the size of the resulting lexicon being the smallest.
First Sense (FS). The approach taken in FS is similar to the one used in [12].
All the words in the first sense are assigned the sentiment scores of the English
word, implying that different translation words with the same sense are equally
likely to be translated.
All Senses (AS). AS assigns the sentiment scores of the English word to all the
words in its translation candidates. This scheme produces the maximum number
of Korean words, allowing unreliable words in the lexicon.
Sense Rank (SR). Korean words are assigned different scores by their sense
ranks; words with higher sense ranks are assigned high sentiment scores, and
vice versa. A simple formula of NumSenses(we)−SenseRank(we)+1

NumSenses(we) is used.

Although these heuristics are very simple, they effectively control the size and
reliability of the final translated lexicon, allowing us to observe the quality of
the resulting lexicons in the evaluation process.

3.2 Refining the Lexicon with a Link Analysis Algorithm

Similarly to [8], our approach uses a graph built from the words with ORPs
as vertices, and the relations among the words as edges connecting the vertices.
While [8] used gloss of WordNet synsets to create some semantic relations among
the synsets, with the hypothesis that gloss of a synset will usually contain terms
belonging to synsets with similar ORPs, our approach utilizes the bilingual dic-
tionary so that nodes connected by edges are direct translations of each other.
These types of edges are more suited for building a much more semantically tight
graph structure than the one using synset glosses.

Naturally, edges of direct translations connect English words to Korean words
only, and Korean words only to English words. This type of graph is called a
bipartite graph, where vertices are partitioned into two disjoint sets with no
edges connecting any two vertices in the same set.

HITS is a link analysis algorithm that rates vertices of a graph by determin-
ing their “hubness” (connectedness to vertices with high “authoritativeness”)
and “authoritativeness” (connectedness to vertices with high “hubness”) values,
iteratively and recursively computing the centrality of a vertex within the graph
structure [22].

Considering the hubness of an English vertex as its sentiment score, and a
authoritativeness of a Korean vertex as the vertex with connectedness to En-
glish vertices with high hubness, HITS algorithm applied to the bipartite graph
of bilingual dictionary entries can effectively learn the refined sentiment scores
of a Korean lexicon, given that English lexicon holds its hubness in the pro-
cess of learning the authoritativeness of Korean lexicon. Since the sentiment
(authoritativeness) scores of a Korean lexicon are not reliable in the initial it-
erations of the algorithm, it is necessary to lower the variability of the hubness
scores of English lexicon while raising the variability of authoritativeness when
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learning the sentiment scores of a Korean lexicon. Damping factor in PageRank
algorithm [23] has similar effects on variability of the graph structure. The prior
knowledge from English sentiment lexicon and its translation to Korean provides
good candidates for prior scores (referred to as internal source in [8], ek and ee

in equation 1).
Combining the ideas results in equation 1 where TC(w) is the set of translation

candidates of a word w, α and β are damping factors for Korean and English
vertices.

AUTH(wk) = (1 − α) ∗ ek + α ∗
∑

we∈TC(wk)

HUB(we),

HUB(we) = (1 − β) ∗ ee + β ∗
∑

wk∈TC(we)

AUTH(wk) (1)

Larger α indicates higher variability of authoritativeness of Korean vertices, that
hubness of English vertices are trustworthy and actively affect the authoritative-
ness of Korean vertices, and vice versa for β.

Once the sentiment scores of a Korean lexicon is refined, the sentiment scores
of Korean and English lexicons can be re–learned using the same algorithm to
maximize the quality of the English lexicon as well, using the equation 2.

AUTH(We) = (1 − α) ∗ ee + α ∗
∑

Wk∈TC(We)

HUB(Wk),

HUB(Wk) = (1 − β) ∗ ek + β ∗
∑

We∈TC(Wk)

AUTH(We) (2)

In summary, refining the subjectivity lexicons in English and Korean is carried
out on our two phase link analysis framework: first, running HITS with Korean
words as “authorities” and English words as “hubs” to learn the authoritative-
ness of Korean words, and secondly, running HITS again with English words
as “authorities” and Korean words as “hubs” to re–learn the authoritativeness
of English words. The link analysis model in each phase should take different
values for α and β to adjust the variability of vertices accordingly.

Our framework runs on positive and negative sentiment independently, pro-
ducing separate rankings of lexicons for positive and negative sentiment scores.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setup

The English lexicons we use in our experiments are the subjectivity lexicon used
in OpinionFinder (OF) [10]1 and SentiWordNet 1.0.1 (SentiWN) [7]2.

1 http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/
2 http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
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OF is a set of English words and sentiment annotations collected from a num-
ber of sources of which some are manually developed while others automatically
gathered. Each word in OF has a POS tag and categories of Positive/Negative
and Weak/Strong. Weak subjectivity words were assigned the score of 0.5, and
Strong words with 1.0.

SentiWN is a set of WordNet synsets with automatically assigned positive,
negative, and neutral probability scores. In our experiments, each word in a
synset is treated separately with the sentiment scores of the synset as its own,
ignoring the synonym information provided by WordNet synsets.

We use an online bilingual dictionary provided by a portal website3. For our
experiments, a total of 63, 001 English entries were accessed, corresponding to
142, 791 translated words in Korean.

Using different translation schemes in section 3.1, both English lexicons are
translated into Korean. The link analysis algorithm in section 3.2 is then tested
with various sets of initial scores: uniform weight UW ( 1

|NumberofV ertices| ), and
every combination of English lexicons (OF and SentiWN) translation schemes
(FW, FS, AS, and SR).

The parameters α and β in equations 1 and 2 are optimized on a held–out
data using values from 0.1 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1.

4.2 Evaluation Method

We followed the evaluation scheme in [8], which uses a Micro–WNOp corpus
[24]4 as a gold standard and the p–normalized Kendall τ distance (τp) [25] as
the evaluation measure.

Micro–WNOp is a subset of WordNet that are tagged with ORPs by the
number of English majoring MSc students. Divided into three sections (Common,
Group1, Group2), each section contains a number of synsets with its positive and
negative scores. For our research, we use Group1 as a held–out data and Group2
as a test data. We extract one positive and one negative scores by averaging all
scores of evaluators. For optimizing and evaluating Korean subjectivity lexicon,
496 synsets in Group1 and 499 synsets in Group2 of Micro–WNOp was translated
into Korean by a knowledgeable evaluator, fluent both in English and Korean.
Korean words not appearing in any of the lexicons in our experiments were
removed, resulting in 87 words and their associated sentiment scores as the gold
standard.

The p–normalized Kendall τ distance is a measure of how much two ranked
lists of items agree with each other. Given a set of items {o1...on}, all possible
pairs of items are tested, such that the agreements of their partial orders are
compared in each list, counting discordant and tied pairs for penalization, the
distance is defined as

τp =
nd + 1

2 × nu

Z
(3)

3 http://endic.naver.com/
4 http://www.unipv.it/wnop/
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where nd is the number of discordant pairs (pairs differently ordered in each list),
nu is the number of pairs ordered in the gold standard but tied in the prediction,
and Z is the number of pairs ordered in the gold standard.

The measure for a predicted list whose items are ranked in the same order as
the gold standard is 0, indicating that there is no discordant or undecided pair
of items. In the opposite case, if items in a list are in reverse order of the items
in the gold standard, then τp equals 1. If a list does not order items but rather
returns an unordered list, then the measure becomes 0.5.

5 Results

The experimental results show our proposed translation heuristics worked as
we had expected: heuristics that translate only reliable words tend to have
smaller τp and a lower number of translated words, while heuristics that trans-
late more words have a bigger translated τp. Direct evaluation of OF lexicon
results in poor scores (Table 1). It is due to the initialization where all Strong
subjective words have the sentiment score of 1.0, and Weak, 0.5, arising many
tied pairs that are penalized in our evaluation measure. Once translated, how-
ever, the quality of the lexicon is better than the ones translated from Sen-
tiWN because when translated, scores are averaged so that the words now
have different values than 0.0, 0.5 or 1.0, and OF contains some manually–
developed resources while SentiWN is created in completely automatic
fashion.

The proposed framework with two link analysis models has a compensating
effect in each phase that the lexicons mutually complement each other in turn
(Table 2 and Table 3). The quality of the lexicons in every approach has shown
to range from slightly negative (+1.29%) to exceptional (−41.3%).

Table 1. p–normalized Kendall τ distance (τp) and lexicon size for English lexicons
and Korean translations

EN

SentiWN OF
POS 0.365 0.490
NEG 0.310 0.494

Size 10, 631 8, 221

KR

SentiWN OF
FW FS AS SR FW FS AS SR

POS 0.301 0.278 0.312 0.312 0.179 0.142 0.122 0.122
NEG 0.300 0.304 0.261 0.261 0.214 0.167 0.192 0.192

Size 37, 812 68, 382 142, 791 142, 791 4, 270 10, 558 32, 322 32, 322
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Table 2. Changes in p–normalized Kendall τ distance (τp) and lexicon size, after
the execution of the first phase of the proposed link analysis model framework, using
Korean Words as authorities and English words as hubs

KR as authority, α = 0.6, β = 0.9

POSITIVE

SentiWN OF
FW FS AS SR FW FS AS SR

Before 0.301 0.278 0.312 0.312 0.179 0.142 0.122 0.122
After 0.285 0.273 0.293 0.293 0.132 0.117 0.110 0.112
Diff −5.32% −1.80% −6.09% −6.09% −26.3% −17.6% −9.84% −8.20%

NEGATIVE

SentiWN OF
FW FS AS SR FW FS AS SR

Before 0.300 0.304 0.261 0.261 0.214 0.167 0.192 0.192
After 0.291 0.293 0.254 0.254 0.202 0.160 0.186 0.190
Diff −3.00% −3.62% −2.68% −2.68% −5.61% −4.19% −3.13% −1.04%

Size 9, 199 39, 228 39, 335 39, 335 39, 184 39, 184 39, 191 39, 191

Table 3. Changes in p–normalized Kendall τ distance (τp) and lexicon size, after the
execution of the second phase of the proposed link analysis model framework, using
English Words as authorities and Korean words as hubs

EN as authority, α = 0.1, β = 0.1

POSITIVE

SentiWN OF
FW FS AS SR FW FS AS SR

Before 0.365 0.490
After 0.340 0.338 0.342 0.342 0.355 0.335 0.335 0.333
Diff −6.85% −7.40% −6.30% −6.30% −27.6% −31.6% −31.6% −32.0%

NEGATIVE

SentiWN OF
FW FS AS SR FW FS AS SR

Before 0.310 0.494
After 0.309 0.305 0.313 0.314 0.290 0.298 0.306 0.304
Diff −0.323% −1.61% +0.968% +1.29% −41.3% −39.7% −38.1% −38.5%

Size 73, 931 73, 931 73, 935 73, 935 73, 931 73, 931 73, 931 73, 931

6 Conclusions

This paper investigated the feasibility of exploiting a subjectivity lexicon in one
language to developing a subjectivity lexicon in another language with a bilingual
dictionary as the only available language resource. Our proposed method of first
translating the lexicon using the bilingual dictionary with several translation
heuristics, then applying a framework that sequentially applies an iterative link
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analysis algorithm to enhance the quality of lexicons of both the source and the
target languages has been empirically shown to create good quality lexicons.

Unlike previous work, we have explored the possibility of regarding a lan-
guage translation process as a subjectivity projection operation. We have also at-
tempted to draw compensation interactions using a graph structure as a medium.

Our future work includes incorporating word sense into the translation process
and extending to different language pairs.
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